STARCOAT®

liquid waterproofing

A flame free and rapid cure, cold applied polymethyl
methacrylate liquid waterproofing system that provides
a fully adhered waterproofing layer. Manufactured for
new build and refurbishment projects and BBA certified
for zero fall applications. STARCOAT® PMMA is hard
wearing and will withstand significant load bearing and
mechanical stresses. Ideally suited to complex detailing
and areas where traditional waterproofing is difficult or
impossible to apply.

STARCOAT

®

RAPID CURING

STARCOAT ® PMMA has a fast and simple application process with no waiting

time required between system layers. Small and difficult to access spaces on
all construction types can be waterproofed simply and will be fully trafficable in
less than one hour, even when installed at low temperatures.

ADVANTAGES
Rapid curing - trafficable in less than one hour
Low temperature application
Fully bonded and suitable for the majority of substrates
Rain proof in less than twenty minutes
UV resistant and highly trafficable
BBA approved for zero fall application (certificate 16-5322)
ETA accredited
Solvent free, flame free and root resistant
Wide range of aesthetic finishes and anti-slip options
Compliance with 3rd party building warranty providers (NHBC/LABC)

STARCOAT® PMMA ROOF WATERPROOFING SYSTEM
Ideal for main roof areas, upstands and complex details

Starcoat® PMMA Coloured or Clear Sealer*
Starcoat® PMMA**

STARCOAT® PMMA WATERPROOFING SYSTEM WITH TRAFFIC COAT
Ideal for balconies, walkways, terraces and car parks

Starcoat® PMMA Coloured or Clear Sealer
with Decorative Chips*
Starcoat® PMMA Self Levelling
Mortar and Aggregate
Starcoat® PMMA**

Starcoat® PMMA Fleece

Starcoat® PMMA Fleece

Starcoat® PMMA**

Starcoat® PMMA**

Starcoat® PMMA Primer***

Starcoat® PMMA Primer***

*alternative slip resistant and decorative finishes available
**Starcoat® PMMA Thix for vertical and detail locations
***Alternative primers are required for different substrate types and conditions

*alternative slip resistant and decorative finishes available
**Starcoat® PMMA Thix for vertical and detail locations
***Alternative primers are required for different substrate types and conditions

IDEAL APPLICATIONS
STARCOAT® PMMA is an extremely versatile waterproofing system suitable

for use in all trafficable and non trafficable construction types, and provides
durable waterproofing protection even when exposed to the most extreme
weather and environmental conditions. STARCOAT® PMMA is suitable for
both refurbishment and new build projects.

Complex detailing
Balconies and walkways
Roof terraces
Flat roofs
Plant rooms
Areas where hot works are prohibited
Wet rooms, laboratories and clinical environments
Stadium terraces and parking decks
Civil engineering structures
Ramps, stairways and gutters

AESTHETIC CHOICE
The choice of available colours, finishes and surfacing options is vast, offering
durable finishes that will meet the most challenging project specific design
requirements. With a fast and simple application process and no waiting time
required between layers, STARCOAT® PMMA delivers effective waterproofing
with little to no disruption to other trades or building occupants during installation.

AXTER GUARANTEE
STARCOAT ® PMMA projects will achieve a 20 year insurance backed

guarantee covering materials, design and workmanship when installed
by an Axtershield Installer.
For further information and detailed technical datasheets about
STARCOAT ® PMMA please speak to your Technical Sales Manager
or contact Axter Ltd.

Axter Ltd
West Road
Ransomes Europark
Ipswich IP3 9SX

16/5322

STARCOAT® PMMA

01473 724056
www.axter.co.uk
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